At Mondelēz InternAtionAl (Mdlz), we strive to creAte
mutually beneficial business relationships with diverse
suppliers that strengthen the communities in which we
operate and deliver value to our consumers and
colleagues.
We are committed to developing these mutually
beneficial relationships with small, minority-owned,
women-owned, disadvantaged/disabled, US veteran owned
and LGBTQ+ businesses.

The primary goal of our Economic Inclusion & Supplier
Diversity Program is to drive economic impact and
provide business opportunities to diverse suppliers that
satisfy our procurement and contractual standards,
through our inclusive sourcing processes and practices.
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Economic inclusion & supplier diversity (EISD) commitments

Sourcing made right
MDLZ Sourcing & Procurement colleagues are
encouraged to identify and include diverse
suppliers and service providers in the
procurement process.
Diverse suppliers who demonstrate the ability
to add value, bring innovation and provide
competitively priced high-quality goods and
services, will be included in our sourcing &
procurement process, if they are aligned with
our strategic business model.

Spend with purpose
These Global Economic Inclusion &
Supplier Diversity guidelines reflect
our desire to create more
opportunities for diverse suppliers

OBJECTIVES OF THE MDLZ
EISD PROGRAM
Mutual Economic benefits
Actively seek out certified diverse
suppliers that can provide
competitive, high-quality, innovative
goods and services and whose
business model is aligned with our
business strategy and values

inclusive sourcing

Supplier development

Ensure the inclusion of diverse
suppliers as a part of our strategic
sourcing and procurement
processes

Help diverse suppliers enhance their
offerings, reach, and capabilities
through joint development and
performance improvement programs,
where relevant

Awareness & education
Communicate the value of supplier
diversity and of the MDLZ EISD program
both internally and externally to all
stakeholders

Corporate social responsibility
Leverage our supplier diversity results
and meet our corporate diversity,
equity and inclusion commitments

MDLZ’s Economic Inclusion & Supplier Diversity
program aims to enable the growth of diverse
businesses in our communities while achieving our
corporate diversity goals. We strive to create
supplier–buyer relationships that allow diverse
organizations to continue to develop, while offering
quality products at competitive prices.
MDLZ recognizes that Spend with Purpose is a
source of competitive advantage and positively
impacts the communities in which we work and live.
For more information on MDLZ’s
Economic Inclusion & Supplier Diversity
program, please email Amber St. John –
Manager Global EISD

For more information on MDLZ’s corporate commitment to diversity,
equity and inclusion, visit our 2020 Snacking Made Right Report.

